Dating and Relationships by Gary Bate
Have you ever wondered why you're with a particular person or why you dated a certain person in
the past? What was that all about?
The truth is – most people don't date and form relationships based upon their high level of interest
in the other person. But to my mind that should be the only reason.
People hook up with others based upon their own needs – so you have 'needs being met' (for a time)
and bored couples.
I can assure you this won't be popular.
Even long-term relationships can be just the meeting of physical and emotional needs...
Be honest with yourself – how interested are you in your current partner? How interested were you
in all of your past encounters and partners? It's one of those cold-sober moments...
Now it's not that any of this is 'wrong' as that's an immature understanding. It's just that 'We are here
to know ourselves' and part of that 'knowing' is we're running programs...
When you're 'program' isn't being fulfilled or you forsee that it won't be fulfilled, you 'jump ships'
and find a new model who you perceive offers more hope :)
Truth obliterates needy programs.
So what is the answer for people who want to attract others on some sort of higher basis?
We are to retire our neediness (retire our hitherto unconscious programs). Imagine becoming a
really interesting person! Like attracts like!
When you have needs, there are an endless number of potential partners (lovers) who can meet
them (providing you're not too fussy). He looks good – she looks good...
The attraction of others via physical attractiveness and or emotional neediness, is really very sad.
Then there are us men who seduce purely upon the need for ejaculation (an uncontrollable libido) –
that's almost a completely indiscriminate attraction. Where is the love?
There is a righteous use of energy (sexual energy) and an unrighteous use of it. To make love with
someone who intercourses your mind is the righteous way.
Why do you think there are now so many crass dating shows? It's because the 'powers that be' want
you to behave like the idiots they display to you on your screen. They want you to be stupid!
They're succeeding. Have you not seen the COP farce? When will people get it?
We've got crazed 'climate activist' loonies who reckon they're doing some good by protesting and
other crazed 'intellectual' loonies who are trying desperately to hold governments to account; yet
they all fail to realise that the governments are working solely for their elite masters and their job is
to reduce oxygen levels and depopulate the planet – hence the COP charades and the vaccines...
The new 'synthetic' cyborgs won't care if their SP02 levels are below 90% ~ Gary Bate.

